In the conspicuously static tableau vivant that opens The Line of Beauty, a socially naïve 20-year-old examines the display in a shop window on Gower Street, not far from University College London: Peter Crowther's book on the election was already in the shops. It was called Landslide!, and the witty assistant at Dillon's had arranged the window in a scaled-down version of that natural disaster. The pale-gilt image of the triumphant Prime Minister rushed towards the customer in a gleaming slippage. (LB 3)
The motionlessness of this brief tableau is underlined by the frozen sweep of books, and the action is allowed to commence only once we observe Hollinghurst's protagonist frozen in this scene: 'Nick stopped in the street, and then went in to look at a copy' (LB 3; my emphasis). After the momentary pause affected by the grammatically unnecessary yet stylistically pivotal comma -a pause which serves to report this character's own pausing in the scene -Nick is thrust into action, thereby breaking the tableau vivant.
This momentary snapshot of Landslide!, and the shop window that frames it, economically defines the historical context of the novel (that is, the Tory landslide victory in the 1983 General Election) in a manner that foreshadows Nick Guest's own preoccupation with the visual immediacy of words and ideas. 1 But, more particularly, this snapshot is a strikingly thorough visual quotation of Aubrey Beardsley's cover art for the April 1894 prospectus for The Yellow Book, a curious illustration that has been recently gaining greater recognition as an important artefact of the Decadent movement in England.
2 Beardsley's illustration depicts a stylish middle-class woman examining books outside the then recently 3 As a visual representation of promotion and consumerism, and as an advertisement itself, Beardsley's composition is undoubtedly clever. The figure's body partially blocks the bin of books in the background thus making it appear that a pile of books is falling into her handbag. All of the perspective lines terminate in this lady's crooked arm, leading the viewer's eye, as well as all of the books on display, directly into her grasp. It is an image that says 'get books', even if that entails slipping them surreptitiously into your handbag.
Certainly the tumbling mass of books at the centre of Beardsley's illustration, and, indeed, the composition of the work as a whole, reminds one of the marketing contrivance devised by a 'witty assistant' to increase visibility for Landslide! in the window at Dillon's (LB 3). This re-emergence of Beardsley's enticing image is so complete that even the repulsive figure at the centre is re-established as an image of Margaret Thatcher, which 'rushed towards the customer in a gleaming slippage' (LB 3). After this opening tableau vivant is broken with action, Nick registers delight in finding his own life -'sighting a person he knew' -validated by the publishing world (LB 3). Throughout the novel, he will be regularly enthralled by this possibility of complete interdependence between images and matterof-fact reality, of an easy movement between his observed world and the arbitrating influences of the physical images around him. It is this fantasy from which he must eventually release himself, and this fantasy which The Line of Beauty takes as a principal theme.
The menacing Pierrot of Beardsley's illustration calls to mind the infamously unflattering Margaret Thatcher puppet from Spitting Image , the British TV show that brought the visual style of newspaper political cartoons to life with latex puppets. As an institution of Thatcher's Britain, Spitting Image is on display throughout The Line of Beauty. After his first term in Parliament, Gerald Fedden is concerned that he 'had still not received the accolade of a Spitting Image puppet in his likeness, but it was one of his main hopes for the new Parliament' (LB 414). In the meantime, he must console himself with an enjoyably barbed newspaper caricature, proudly displayed in the kitchen: guests always found themselves contrasting him with his grinning, hawk-nosed cartoon image; the comparison was obviously to his advantage, though it couldn't help stirring the suspicion that under his handsome everyday mask this predatory goon might indeed be lurking. 
